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ON COMMON EXTENSIONS OP TWO QUASI-MEASURES 
Zbigniew Lipecki. 
Let X be a set and let TYL be an algebra of subsets of X. We de-
note by ba(DTt) the family of all real-valued quasi-measures, i.e#f 
bounded additive set functions, on TYL. Let TL be another algebra 
of subsets of X and denote by 7 the algebra generated by OTÍ o DX # 
We are concerned with the following problém (suggested by ClU, L3] 
and [4]): 
Given jU6ba(JtC) and V€ba(Dt) such that ^l:m.n:)X = yl:mn3rif 
when does there exist a common extension vf € baCy ) of jm and v ? 
The answer is nositive nrovided one of the followinx three 
(1) Given two partitions {Mlf • ••, 1^} c W. ancl {H^r »^^ R^] 
c 3t of X into ixon-empty sets, we háve ll̂ r* N. £ 0 both for-
a fixed i and j = l, •••» n and for a fixed i and i = l r *.«^m. 
(2) 71 is finite. 
(3) v is complete and has finite range. 
The answer is negative if Onr\X = £0, X} and there exist 
M n€ 3rn andřín€0t such that <p ̂ l ^cřLc M 2 c N 2 c ••. *X. 
Condition (1) holds if OH and Dl are independent in the 
sense of [3], p. 220f i«e.t M o N ^ 0 whenever M e W . and Ne ^. 
are non-empty. The sufficiency of (3) follows from that of (2) 
and C2 3f Proposition 1. 
The proofs and other details will appear elswhere. 
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